
E-learning training
employees actually
like

Informative 
Our one- on-one tutor led

online courses are packed

with all the information

your employees need to

keep your business safe

and compliant and they

are always up to date

FORWARD 
LEARNING 
Specialist In E-learning

empowering Education

CALL-ANDREW
07383439763

Rose-Lane Mosseley Hill L18 8AD

WWW-F-Learningonlinecourses.com

andrew@f-learningonlinecourses.com

Take one of our
courses for as little
as £25.00



We are effective in our work as our courses meet all

statutory training requirements and are easy to

administer using our online control panel. Available

at a fraction of the cost you might expect this online

training has the add bonus of a minimal loss of

productivity through being effective and flexible.

We also offer better communication through the

power of face to face contact that builds trust,

triggers emotions and captures a memorable tone

and style while communicating the essence of the

learning content to our users.

Virtual Learning
Live picture, animated graphics and the personality

of the presenter form part of a very effective learning

enviroment 

ABOUT FORWARD
LEARNING
Forward learning is an E-learning

company that offers video E-learning

services, which develops connectivity

through the power of direct expressions

and gestures that creates confidence,

stimulates emotions, and captures a

great feeling during the teaching and

learning process.

INTERACTIVE VIDEO-BASED

E-LEARNING FOR THE 

HEALTH & SOCIAL CARE SECTOR, 

HEALTH & SAFETY IN

CONSTRUCTION,

BUSINESS SKILLS.

CALL NOW. 07383439763

MAIL-ANDREW@F-

LEARNINGONLINECOURSES.COM

FORWARD LEARNING BUNDLES OF 

E-LEARNING

 In today’s dynamic world, we must

constantly be in pursuit of new

knowledge and skills in order to ensure

our success. Forward learning is a

leading provider in online learning and

were here to provide just that, with our

carefully curated bundles of e-learning.

Our highly skilled team are here to

provide our users with excellence in

your e-learning experience, their

extensive professional expertise in

teaching winning strategies that put

students on the fast track to proficiency.

If you don't see anything that sought

your purpose then get in touch with

Andrew and he will be happy to you.  


